
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of customer
contact. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for customer contact

Create new business leads, and generate cross-selling opportunities through
existing member relationships
Determine appropriate tactics to drive urgency in sales cycle—including trial
meetings, teleconferences, and guest website access
Use existing member relationships to contact new business leads and
generate cross-selling opportunities
Across an annual cycle, invest in the activities that help your pool of
companies significantly grow revenue
Master the research terrain for the membership, and monitor industry trends
as necessary
Help upgrade other Account Managers’ skills and abilities through feedback
and coaching, with strong emphasis on building commercial skills
Translates high level verbal or written business requirements into detailed
report specifications while utilizing industry best practices for gathering and
documenting end-users reporting requirements
Develops understanding for business processes and understanding of call
center software so that standard report needs can be identified and a robust
reporting system can be developed
Coordinates with data architects, SQL administrators, BI administrators and
others to understand and document technical requirements, capabilities, and
limitations
Responsible for performing to schedule and completing all tasks in the
agreed upon timelines

Example of Customer Contact Job Description
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Have great communication skills with the ability to adapt your communication
style to suit each customer, ensuring you explain matters to customers in a
clear way that they can fully understand
A commitment to offering quality, needs-based advice and solutions
The ability to work in a fast-paced and evolving environment
Comfort level working in a position requiring strong multi-tasking skills
Strong computer navigation abilities and a minimum typing speed of 25 wpm
A desire to participate in ongoing learning and development opportunities


